RAPIDLY ENABLE YOUR REMOTE WORKERS WITH HPE SIMPLIVITY FOR VDI

Many businesses lack the resources to deploy virtual desktop infrastructure (VDI) solutions that are scalable and secure.

EASY TO MANAGE, DEPLOY, AND SCALE

• Single interface to manage HPE SimpliVity clusters and Citrix Desktop or VMware Horizon®
• Deploy multiple nodes in parallel for a VDI environment that’s ready in less than two hours
• Easy to add storage and compute resources (scale compute-only when storage isn’t needed)
• Linear scale to match demand
• Predictive analytics and intelligence with HPE InfoSight

SECURITY AND PERFORMANCE

• Peak and predictable performance—validated by Login VSI
• Highly resilient with RAID and RAIN architectures
• Backups are efficient, reliable, and secure
• Bracket cluster support for zero recovery point objective requirements
• High-end graphics virtualization supported by NVIDIA® GPUs

VALIDATED SOLUTIONS

• Integration with Citrix Ready HCI Workspace Appliance to easily scale
• Support for VMware Horizon and Citrix Desktop and validated by Login VSI
• HPE SimpliVity plug-in for deploying workers from VMware vCenter®
• Automated disaster recovery with HPE SimpliVity RapidDR

CHOOSING A MODEL THAT’S RIGHT FOR YOU

HPE SimpliVity 325
HPE SimpliVity 325 offers a compact yet powerful platform that runs with AMD processors. For businesses with limited space and cost sensitivities, it’s ideal for VDI workloads. Equipped with full HPE SimpliVity software capabilities, this solution is validated to deliver peak and predictable performance for knowledge workers and half the cost per desktop and double the desktop density vs alternate solutions.

Suitable for:
- State and local governments
- Education (SLED)
- Retail
- ROBO/Edge

HPE SimpliVity 380
Businesses with heavy storage or compute workloads, or persistent desktops that maintain large amounts of user data locally, can keep VDI costs down and management simple with HPE SimpliVity 380. Equipped with the flexible solution can expand GPU memory, storage and it is ideal for GPU-intensive workloads.

Right fit for:
- Financial
- Manufacturing
- Healthcare
- Research

HPE SimpliVity 2600
HPE SimpliVity 2600 is a rack-dense hyperconverged solution, designed for businesses that have limited physical space and those that rely on co-location sites for VDI. A good fit for graphic-intensive environments, each HPE SimpliVity 2600 node supports up to two GPUs.

Great for:
- Oil and gas
- Business with on-premise sites
- Automotive
- ROBO/Edge

WHY CHOOSE HPE SIMPLIVITY?

Fast
• Scalable, VMware validated performance—validated by Login VSI

Efficient
• Reduce energy costs efficiency to reduce energy footprint and improve performance*

Simple
• Integrated, easy-to-manage solution that connects to Citrix, VMware and Microsoft, delivering desktops and applications, and reduces TCO

LEARN MORE AT hpe.com/simplivity

HPE SIMPLIVITY FOR VDI

HPE SimpliVity for VDI

Check if the document is available in the language of your choice.